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ABSTRACT

The tourism industry in Malaysia has been growing steadily over the years and placed as an important agenda for economic growth of the country. Labuan, a gazetted offshore island, situated a few miles off the northern coast of North Borneo in Malaysia is no exception where financial service and tourism taking prominence over the main contributors of the island’s economy, which are oil and gas exploration and their supporting industries. The growth of oil and gas with financial service and tourism indicate the increase of incoming expatriates to the island. Expatriates are considered as one of the main contributors to the tourism industry in Labuan. The objective of the study is to identify the general demand of the expatriates specifically on their purchasing pattern and behaviour while staying in Labuan. The methodology approach used is qualitative where survey is chosen as the data collection method on the suitability of the study’s objectives and delimitation. The survey used snowball sampling and the SPSS (Statistical Packages for Social Science) is used for data analysis. The results of the study are 1) there is a disconnection between demand and supply for commercial goods, services and public goods; and 2) there is a need to enhance the adaptability of expatriates in Labuan. These two results tied very much to the tourism industry and the study recommended for Labuan to transform and upgrade their existing commercial and public goods offerings and create more independent retailers in the island.
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ABSTRACT

Today, the public relations field is recognized as one of the fastest growing professions in the world. However, public relations educational efforts have not kept up with the changing tide found in the “real world.” While there has been movement within the U.S. to include public relations courses in Masters programs in Business Administration (MBA) programs, further academic expansion is necessary. This paper argues for the incorporation of PR courses in the curricula of universities with programs specifically in tourism, culture and hospitality. This paper specifically explores the impact lessons in public relations—such as communication strategy, media relations, event planning, and reputation management—can have in the hospitality and tourism fields and presents four tenets underpinning the reason public relations courses should be included in these applied academic programs. These tenets are present in the excellence theory of public relations (Grunig & Grunig 2011), and are prudent for all universities to consider: participative culture & diversity, symmetrical communication, sustainability and ethical practices.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the study of optimum route planning in the lowest costs to use with travelling salesman problem algorithms for the most famous touristic places in Turkey. The optimization model was formed regarding the distance and travellers’ requests for visiting touristic places, the most visited central places of Turkey and they are subject to possible changes with the diversity of customers considering different services and types of vehicles. In this study preferred dates of tour and the limits of budget were included to the model to find a logistics solution for tour agencies. The aim of this study is to procure flexible service logistics solutions in the lowest costs for all different types of customers in tour agencies.
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ABSTRACT

As an industry, tourism strives to generate economic development and growth. It utilizes a generally sustainable and renewable resource (scenery, entertainment, culture) to draw visitors and promote spending. Thus, destinations and attractions export touristic experiences and receive exogenous funds in return. The industry promotes and encourages as much visitor spending as possible and measures its success in terms of sales volume, employment generation, and tax income.

There is, however, a segment of the industry that is devoted to attracting visits by tourists, but does not measure its success in financial terms. Some aspects of success are financial, but the main purpose of attracting tourists is to engage in some level of spiritual or cultural seduction. Sacred sites exist because of something very special that occurred or occurs there. They are sites that are interesting because of how they make people feel when they visit. They are sites that are uncommon, set apart, and are maintained to facilitate the veneration of deity or other supreme power. Sacred sites are an important line in the total tourism product offering, yet they are not developed with an economic motive.

Even so, some sacred sites are so attractive to tourists that the associated visitor support system is a major regional economic driver. Some touristic sacred sites engage directly in revenue production and may become profitable enterprises for the site managers or sponsors. The majority of sacred sites, however, just try to recover from tourist visitors enough revenue to sustain the site and provide appropriate visitor services.

This paper examines fee structures, financial goals and outcomes, and the local economic impact of touristic sacred sites. It explores the relationship of spiritual objectives and financial practicalities, and considers the impacts of revenue production activities on the personal, spiritual experience of those who visit sacred sites as tourists and of those who visit as pilgrims.

Sacred sites are important to tourism and to the tourism industry. They play a unique role in the human experience, but can also provide significant support to economic and business development.
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ABSTRACT

Understanding how leisure tourists search for information while planning their trip and when making onsite decisions is a vital challenge for destination marketers. A number of typologies of information sources exist that are classified as internal or external. However, country of normal residence and language spoken are central in understanding the information searching behavior of leisure tourists. Based on a survey of 221 respondents including Arabic, English, and Chinese speaking leisure tourists in Dubai, this paper proposes that cultural differences have an important influence on travel information searching behaviours. Significant differences were identified between the three respondent groups. Such findings are particularly significant for Dubai in order to achieve its tourism vision 2020 of attracting 20 million visitors. The findings of this research should help Dubai marketers to develop promotional strategies that take into consideration the cultural differences. Dubai’s marketers should be addressing the cultural groups on the basis of their ways of exploring destinations.
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ABSTRACT

There has been growing acceptance for Homestay as popular choice of accommodation among travellers. However, because the intangible quality of lodging services that may induce consumers’ perception of risk, travellers are relying on eWOM (electronic word-of-mouth) to assist them with purchase decision. Simply put, travellers are identified to trust the written review of eWOM, particularly when choosing lesser known lodging accommodation. Focusing on homestay lodging in Malaysia, the present study aims to conceptualise a theoretical model of eWOM intention. More specifically, this paper intends to examine the relationship between information quality, system quality, service quality, and user satisfaction towards eWOM intention. Five research hypotheses are constructed and measured using modified 25 battery-item. The initial pilot test using 50 undergrads students produce strong unidimensionality for the 5 variables. For methodological analysis, the study plans to employ heterogeneous purposive sampling for data collection. The data subsequently been purified using exploratory factor analysis, validated using discriminant analysis, and the hypotheses contrasted through structural equation modelling.
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ABSTRACT

This paper examines how Delam Island in Abu Dhabi in United Arab Emirates may be re-developed based on developing tourism facilities to attract tourists and retain residents. This study is based on the results of a survey conducted on 167 participants in Delma Island that examined the concerns related to the lack of development in the island. The results of the analysis of the primary data collected through the questionnaire have highlighted the significance of tourism development in the Island not only to attract tourists but also to retain residents. Residents of the island are increasingly re-locating their homes out of the island because of the lack of any development that may improve their quality of life and prevent them from outmigration.

A map was created that represented the different types of development and land uses proposed by the participants. Comparison was made between the present plan developed by the Abu Dhabi Urban Planning Council UPC (UPC) and the proposed plan suggested by residents of Delma Island.
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ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of the survey of all 150 people from Delma Island about developing new ship services between Delma Island and Abu Dhabi. Differences have been considered in this research between two different sea roads, the first sea road is from Island to Jebel Dhanna port then to Abu Dhabi, and the second sea road is direct from Delma Island to any port in Abu Dhabi and analyzes the sea roads through the distance and time of this travels.
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ABSTRACT

The link between poverty reduction and long term profit for companies has not been much studied in Africa, and specifically not in Tanzania. The assumption which is supported in literature is that increased profit leads to increased employment which reduces poverty.

Market orientation is the implementation of the marketing concept and one of the main results of market orientation is long term profit. There are few studies of market orientation in Africa and very few in East Africa. This paper discusses market orientation and poverty reduction from existing literature.

The selected industry is the tourism industry which is a very important industry in Tanzania as well as in other countries. This is because the industry is fast growing, internationally competitive, employs many people in both rural and urban areas, and brings hard currency to the economy.

The objective of this paper is to assess the link between market orientation and poverty reduction in the tourism industry in Tanzania.

The findings are, to the author’s best knowledge, that no research has been conducted in the tourism industry in Africa where the link between market orientation and poverty reduction is established. The conclusion is that there is a need to conduct research in this area to find out if the link exists and, in that case how this link affects poverty.

Keywords: Market orientation, Poverty reduction, Tourism development
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ABSTRACT

Service learning and community engagement partnerships are a benefit to all students, faculty, institutions, and community partners, in the United States and around the world. Creating academic projects designed to engage students in the community as a part of the educational experience provides valued benefits to both academic and business sectors, specifically in the culture and travel industries. Benefits of creating such relationships – known as community engagement in some circles, and in other circles as ‘service learning’ – leads to financial benefits, enhances the prestige and visibility of the organization, and strengthens democratic values by reinforcing civic responsibility in students. Additionally, these relationships provide well-qualified applicants to the business world. This paper highlights the mutual benefits that stem from expanding the collaborative relationship between a local college or university and the hospitality, travel and tourism industry with the hopes that educators and professionals will be persuaded undertake their own initiatives.

Keywords: Service Learning, Community Engagement, Public Relations, Tourism Studies
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ABSTRACT

Purpose – Expatriate leaders on overseas assignment often attempt to transfer their home organization culture to their new location. The subsequent cultural clash can have a destructive impact on both the leader and the organization. We explore the impact of organizational culture, adaptation, political environment, and leadership for expatriate managers working in the United Arab Emirates (UAE).

Design/methodology/approach – Expatriate leaders’ experiences in the UAE were collected through interviews, with a specific focus on cultural adaptation and most effective leadership styles for implementing strategic organizational change.

Findings – Our research revealed that a consultative style was found to be most effective by expatriate leaders in the UAE. Communication with local staff, team building, motivating staff, and involving staff in decision-making were highly effective approaches in assisting expatriate leaders to succeed within their organizational cultures. Several strategies have been identified based on the experiences of the expatriate leaders interviewed in our study.

Practical implications – The findings offer practical advice for organizational leaders anticipating an assignment in the UAE and HRM practitioners preparing expatriate leaders for their duties there. We also provide suggestions for expatriate leaders to enhance their adjustment to the organizational and political culture.

Originality/value – Numerous studies have been done on organizational cultural adaptation, however comparatively little research has been offered on practical organizational adaptation and leadership specific to the UAE.

Keywords – Expatriate leadership, leadership styles, management, organizational culture, UAE.
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ABSTRACT

Cruise tourism is a sector of the tourism industry which has experienced exceptional worldwide growth over recent years but there has been limited academic research surrounding cruise tourism and the factors influencing the growth of the industry. This study has been carried out to critically analyze the strategic development of Scottish cruise tourism and how the industry can successfully develop in the future providing a profitable tourism sector. The study used purposive and snowball sampling methods to generate information for analysis and exploration of central themes. Research highlighted the importance of community support in ensuring a viable cruise tourism option for Scotland. Research also highlighted the positive economic benefits which an increase in cruise tourism can generate for a local community. The research concluded that in order for the cruise industry in Scotland to expand and become a profitable tourism sector the limitations preventing growth must be resolved and Scotland must continue to market itself as a cruise destination to ensure cruise companies are attracted to the destination and are prepared to offer Scotland as a destination for passengers to visit.
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ABSTRACT

Abstract Young travellers, though restricted by relatively low levels of disposable income, are commonly having high interest and leisure time in exploring new destinations. It has been found that young travellers have high expectations regarding the importance of value for money though they have their financial resources available for travelling. Therefore, it has raised questions on the worthiness of carrying out a study about the travel behaviour and expenditure patterns among the young travellers in Malaysia. The study employed a survey questionnaire to collect data, which was adapted from standardized measures. A total of 643 respondents, which has been randomly selected in the Northern States of Malaysia were involved in the study. The completed questionnaires were analysed to measure the variables of the study consisted of selected socio-demographic, travel behaviour and expenditure patterns. This study found the expenditure patterns of the young travellers vary with regards to the purchase of tourism products. In addition, the results of the study also portrayed the differences of selected travel-related characteristics of young travellers in relation to the purpose of travel. Thus, this study may provide information which will help tourism marketers to develop marketing tools to satisfy and full fill those young tourists’ needs and understand certain reasons behind their spending patterns.
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ABSTRACT

Although electronic distribution channels include global distribution systems (GDS), distribution-service providers (DSP) and online travel agents, online intermediaries, such as Expedia, Hotels.com, and Travelocity, are by far the biggest and most threatening competitor for hotel companies. It was predicted that by the end of 2005, half of the online bookings will be captured by online intermediaries while hotel company websites will control the remaining half. As intermediaries have changed the competitive landscape for selling hotel rooms, hotel companies need to carefully examine their marketing strategy for their hotel product. The strategies employed by hotels in order to manage the online intermediary relationships have varied widely, ranging from complete avoidance to heavy utilization. The disparity in hotel strategies for managing these channels is largely due to a lack of a theoretical framework and relevant research evidence.

Online reviews are principal component of online hotel intermediaries, as online users cannot only compare competing hotels but they can also view and compare the reviews of previous customers. Extant literature has focused on the effects of online reviews on hotel online booking (i.e.; valence of reviews, number of reviews, profile of reviewer etc). The purpose of this study is to test the interaction effects between the valence of online reviews and the use of emoticons (graphical icons). A 3 (review valence: extremely positive, positive and negative) x 2 (emoticons use: no emoticons and emoticons use) independent groups factorial design was used. A fictional website of an online hotel intermediary featuring one hotel was developed. Participants are requested to navigate the website in order to select a hotel for their trip based (among others) on the online customer reviews. Finally, managerial implications concerning the challenges generated by the intermediaries and the strategies recommended to hotels are discussed and future research avenues will be presented.
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Abstract

It is argued that socio-economic deterioration is resulted from unplanned tourism development. Hence, considering the social carrying capacity when planning is indispensable towards a successful tourism development. The present study is an attempt to identify planners and stakeholders’ perceptions to the socio-cultural impacts of tourism in Aqaba, Jordan, within the great acceleration of tourism development occurring in the city. As a theoretical approach, the study uses the social exchange and power theories to measure respondents’ perceptions. Furthermore, the study attempts to recognize the respondents’ future expectations for the tourism development in the city with its socioeconomic impacts. For this purpose, thirty three stakeholders in tourism sector were interviewed. The study findings imply that most respondents see a successful present and future tourism development in Aqaba, unwillingness of the local community to be involved in tourism sector, the importance of involving the community in tourism by benefiting them economically, and limited changes in the native culture. The study concluded a modest effort from the city tourism planners to support local residents in Aqaba by benefiting them economically from tourism. A further conclusion is planners’ lack of awareness of the potential negative socio-economic impacts in the future. Finally, the study recommends the local authority to benefit the community in small tourist economic projects and to consider the social carrying capacity when planning.
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ABSTRACT

The concept of Talent has been of great interest to researchers and practitioners alike over the last two decades. This interest partially stems from the ‘great contribution to the organisation success’ which can be delivered by ‘Talent’. However, the main challenge to organisations is to fight for talent especially in the age of globalisation. Within the hospitality industry, there is also the additional challenge that the concept of talent is not normally applied within this study domain area. This is due to the fact that the hotel industry in generally, and hotels in particular are heavily labour intensive; with a varied labour force ranging from housekeepers to top managerial positions. Also, hotels rely a lot on low skilled or unskilled workers (Baum, 1993, 2008; Duncan, Scott, & Baum, 2013; Price, 1994). Given the reliance/dependence on varied and mostly unskilled workforce, the question therefore becomes: Does the concept of talent exist within the hotel industry and if it does exist how it conceptualised? Through defining and operationalizing the concept of ‘Talent’, participating Thai hotels can fight-off competition likely to result from the establishment of AEC (ASEAN Economic Community). This research presents an in-depth investigation of how the concept of talent is defined and applied within the hotel industry, and specifically among members of the Thai Hotel Association (THA). The research used qualitative research methods to get an in-depth understanding of the subject matter. In total 38 semi-structured interviews were conducted with management level, and this was supplemented by documents and observations. Amongst participating hotels, concept of talent was widely applied and referred to. However, there was lack of consistency in how ‘talent’ was defined. Generally, talent referred to key positions — that is, ‘talent’ refers to some workers rather than all workers in the organisation. However, concentrating on a few select individuals within the organisation as ‘talent’ might lead to dissatisfaction amongst the rest of the workforce and this danger has to be borne in mind.
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this research was to evaluate the implementation level of innovation strategies in Egyptian upscale hotels according to the different building blocks that constitute an innovation strategy, namely; creativity and idea generation, customer focus, innovation climate, innovation culture, innovation methodology and management mandate. Furthermore, the research endeavoured to study the variance among hotels regarding the implementation of innovation strategy building blocks, and to develop a comprehensive innovation strategy action plan for these hotels based on the current situation.

The population of the research consisted of all five-star hotels in Egypt, representing 156 hotels. A questionnaire was designed and distributed to a sample of about 30% of the population. Findings of the research revealed a high level of implementation for most innovation strategy building blocks among hotel managers. The research presented important recommendations for the hotel industry practitioners and the future research. It ended up by presenting some guidelines for a comprehensive innovation strategy implementation and improvement.

Keywords: Innovation, innovation strategies, innovation building blocks, upscale hotels, and Egypt.
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ABSTRACT

The present study aims to managing tourism effect for attitudes of Jordanians toward tourism in the historical city of south of Jordan, Petra to achieve this purpose, a questionnaire was constructed, with four sub-scales; cultural, economical, political, and social scales. The new questionnaire was administered to (500) Jordanians who live in Petra. Results showed high level of attitude toward tourism and subjects showed the highest level of attitude in social sub-scale and the lowest in the political sub-scale. Also, the results showed a significant effect of number of visits to tourist sites on the attitudes toward tourism. However, no effect was found for age, income, gender, educational status and profession.

Keywords: Tourism, attitude, culture, host community, negative impacts, Petra, political impact, social impact
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ABSTRACT

USALI are international accepted standards for performance measurement of the hotel industry. These standards are focused mainly on financial indicators. Apart from the financial indicators, hotels have to monitor also non-financial indicators. The paper will present the EU project which is focused on the development of a benchmarking system for the Slovene and Croatian hotels. The paper will present the theoretical background of a developed benchmarking performance measurement system. The paper will be focused on the approach to market segmentation and employees. There will be presented the literature background and inputs/outputs of the developed benchmarking information system.

Keywords: benchmarking, hotel industry, comp set, market segmentation, employees
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ABSTRACT

Although the concept of branding has been applied extensively to products and services, tourism destination branding is a relatively recent phenomenon. In the ever more competitive tourism marketplace, destinations are increasingly adopting branding techniques in an effort to craft and differentiate an identity which emphasises the uniqueness of their product. Tourism destinations are difficult to manage because of the complex relationships of their diverse public and private stakeholders. It focuses particularly on the political processes involved in successful brand management and on the vital role of public and private sector stakeholders. This paper briefly discusses the role of branding in destination marketing and evaluates whether destinations can indeed be branded as other goods and services.

Keywords: Tourism, Brand, Destination, Marketing, Destination Marketing
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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, financial market constitutes a critical element of any nation economic development that cannot just be ignored as it serves as the bedrock of any financial and economic development plan. This is because financial service providers serve as the commercial hub for investors and savers. While investors borrow from the financial service markets the savers keep their monies with them. In terms of service classification, financial services are heavily informational and in principles are easily digitalized. Meanwhile, the advent of information technology has greatly reduced the number of people working in the financial service industry especially when there is greater desire to maximize profit at a minimal cost. Now, most of the functions of the financial service market are done electronically requiring only the services and attention of a few experts to manage the operation. In the quest for better life and ways of handling human affairs, scientists and financial service experts have developed various mechanisms to simplify human work for efficiency and effectiveness. Part of these efforts was the discovery of internet which allows an institution or organization to provide information relevant to its business, goals, objectives and missions on its website or other web domains for users, customers, staff and other stakeholders to access either for personal consumption or for other purposes. The discovery of the internet has been a relief to the financial service practitioners as a lot of hitherto manual works have been replaced with computerised work which even is even simpler, better, safer, faster and concurrently available to many customers at a time anywhere in the world. The finance practitioners have the course to now carry out their activities with customers and other institutions without necessary having direct interaction with them but only via internet and only engages in contact with such people where it is extremely necessary to have such a physical contact. Therefore, the paper examines how internet has been of help to financial service practitioners and the finance industry in keeping up their duties with technologies, market their products and services and overcome the ever-growing competition as well as proffer solutions on latest ways of curbing internet fraud in the financial service industry.
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ABSTRACT

The adverse economic situation, which has resulted from a global economic crisis, has taken its toll on Croatia and has prompted people to consider new forms of entrepreneurship to help increase the well-being and quality of life of residents. In particular, this applies to rural areas which are characterized, on the one hand, by a lack of steady income, a high average age of residents, low educational background and the loss of the younger and working-age population and, on the other, by agricultural production and growing demand for rural settings and their peaceful and pleasant ambience. Over the past decade, there has been much talk about social entrepreneurship as a model that encourages self-employment and ensures the creation of new jobs. The development of entrepreneurship in rural regions, especially entrepreneurship in tourism, is seen as an excellent way to enhance the quality of life of rural residents, while providing urban dwellers with more opportunities for staying in rural areas. Although entrepreneurship in rural tourism, which began to develop on these bases, has a very promising outlook, it also presents entrepreneurs with numerous difficulties, such as the lack of capital for investment, inadequate incentives and rigorous regulations.

The purpose and aim of this paper is to analyse the development of entrepreneurship in Croatia’s rural tourism using indicators of economic performance. Research was conducted and a situation analysis was made that can be used as a platform for identifying the weaknesses of entrepreneurship in rural tourism in Croatia. This paper aims to examine the business operations of entrepreneurs by analysing realized income, new investments planned and the amount of financial assistance received.

The research’s target group consists of entrepreneurs who run their businesses in the rural region of two Croatian counties (Istria County and Primorje-Gorski Kotar County). Two hundred entrepreneurs in these counties were surveyed. The survey was conducted during the month of August 2014. For the needs of research, a structured questionnaire was designed, comprising seven groups of questions. Processed using descriptive analysis methods, the results indicate that in their business operations entrepreneurs in rural tourism are confronted with many financial difficulties reflected in low annual income, making it impossible for them to invest in business in the following year.

A considerable contribution of the paper lies in the fact that it underscores the necessity of cooperation between local and regional self-government and entrepreneurs to stimulate...
investment through a series of incentive measures which would help entrepreneurship in rural tourism reach a satisfactory level of economic performance.

The limitations of research conducted include the size of the sample and the fact that research involves only certain financial indicators for a period of only one year. To gain a more comprehensive picture of the economic state of entrepreneurship in Croatia’s rural tourism, future studies will need to analyse other economic indicators as well, such as rate of return, productivity, cost-effectiveness and efficiency over an extended period.

**Keywords:** Rural tourism, Entrepreneurship, Investment, Revenue, Croatia, Economic aspects, EU project
ABSTRACT

The study examined the technological trends in hospitality management in Delta State, Nigeria. A total of one hundred and twenty (120) hoteliers were sampled in 30 hotels across the state. Four hoteliers were interviewed from each hotel with the aid of structured questionnaires validated through face and content validity procedures. Descriptive statistics such as frequency distribution tables, percentages and bar/column charts were used to analyze the data. The socio-economic characteristics of hoteliers in the study area as well as the type of technology currently in use in the industry were described. The goals of using the technologies and the proposed technologies to be used in the future were also examined in the study. Findings from the study revealed that majority of the hoteliers were male (66.7%), married (61.7%), aged between 26-50 years (81.6%), highly educated with substantial percentage possessing graduate (HND/BSC) (45.8%) and postgraduate education (29.2%). The most important goal of deploying technology in the industry is to enhance customer experience (47.8%) followed by the need to generate revenue (22.5%). Satellite TV appeared to be the toast of all the hoteliers as it was found to be the most common technology being used at present (97.5%) and envisaged to be used in the next five years (77.5%). On-line booking/reservation is also being considered by more hoteliers than those currently using it in the next five years. Besides, adoption of mobile payment/transaction service is expected to remain low (about 10.6%) in the industry in spite of numerous sensitization done by the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN). Wi-Fi hot spot-a service that allow wireless fast internet connection, tops the list of technologies to be deployed in the industry in the next five years (80.5%) despite its very low use at present (12.7%). Conclusively, it is expected that technology in the industry will continue to change necessitating the need for hoteliers to keep abreast of developments in technology as it relates to hospitality industry because failure to do that may undermine growth potentials of the firm in the industry.

Keyword: Hospitality Industry, Marketing efforts, Effectiveness, Delta State.
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND TOURISTS’S PERCEPTION: AN EMPIRICAL STUDY OF WORLD
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ABSTRACT

In the tourist destination, it is recognized that the goal for sustainable development of tourism is to continue to improve the quality of life of residents by maximizing the economic benefits of the region, protecting the nature as well as providing visitors with high quality experiences. In reality, however, congestion or overcrowding occurs on seasons in the well-known destinations, such as in the world heritage sites. Therefore the rules or regulations by restricting the number of tourists, or suggested donation in order to protect environment have been discussed for long. However, the decreasing visitors have a greater impact on the local economy so that the destinations have to face economic challenges. Thus this study analyses tourists’ attitudes and perceptions toward tourism in Yakushima Island, World Natural Heritage site by using the quantitative research. In result tourists are positive for sustainable tourism development and keen to contribute to protect environment. This case may be a good example for those who struggle solving environmental problems and need to introduce admission fee in the site such as Mt. Fuji, World Heritage site, popular mountainous site in Japan.

Keywords: sustainable development, tourists’ perceptions, world natural heritage site, entrance fee
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, there is a growth trend in hospitality industry together with positive economic development in Turkey. The selection of hotel location is of high priority and significance for domestic and foreign entrepreneurs. It is also complex and challenging due to the involvement of multiple decision makers, the multi-criteria nature of the decision process and the subjectivity and uncertainty in the decision making process. To effectively solve this problem, this paper aims to determine the importance of the criteria on hotel location via Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) and to select the optimal via Fuzzy Technique For Order Preference By Similarity To An Ideal Solution (FTOPSIS) from a number of potential locations in Mugla which is a city in the top three by the number of tourists. As a result, FTOPSIS method combined with FAHP is an efficient decision tool and it can successfully be applied in solving hotel location selection problem for a real case.

Keywords: FAHP, FTOPSIS, hotel location selection, multi criteria decision making.
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ABSTRACT

In response to the growing need for marina sustainability, the marina sustainable development concept (MSDC) is proposed in this paper to develop approaches and strategies that allow for the better planning and management of sustainable development in marina in Montenegro. It is important to note that MSDC has not always been an easy task because of the very unusual environment which has not been particularly familiar with its importance. Since Montenegro is an official candidate for EU, and Montenegrin marinas are reporting good throughput trends in the last few years, the aim of the MSDC is to examine the capacities and involvement of environment standards to comprehend the level of sustainability. Actually, the MSDC goals are in relation to implement some directions to confirm that marina has all the capacities and conditions to become environmentally familiar. For applying and promoting this concept, some marinas adopt a MSDC to manage the environmental issue. Also, this paper addresses MSDC implementations in marina and assesses the potential MSDC strategies which will be implemented in AD Marina Bar (Montenegro) through scientific international project entitled “Applying and promoting the concept of sustainable development to AD Marina Bar”.

Keywords— Applying and promoting, Marina sustainable development concept, Marina Bar
ABSTRACT

Despite the increasing interest in corporate social responsibility (CSR) marketing practices, the role of CSR has been explored in the area of hospitality marketing. The purpose of the study was to propose and assess a theoretical model on the effects of hotels CSR activities and corporate image (CI) on customer satisfaction (CS), customer decision (CD), and purchase intention (PI). On-line survey was conducted a total of 680 respondents. Group sampling was corporate guest visit stay at least 1 night at hotel minor group located in down town Bangkok were collected and analyzed using structural equation modeling method. The results demonstrated that (1) corporate image (CI) still had a stronger effect on customers decision (CD) and purchase intention (PI) than CSR associations, (2) CSR showed stronger impact on customer’s satisfaction (CS) than corporate image (CI), and (3) both CSR and CI showed positive effects on the relationships toward customer decision (CD) and purchase intention (PI) mediated by customer satisfaction (CS). The study concluded with discussion and future research.

Keywords: corporate social responsibility, corporate image, customer satisfaction, purchase intention
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ABSTRACT

This study were a part of develop a knowledge management model for Thai social entrepreneur case of hospitality by using questionnaire and depth-interview, to emphasize the importance of knowledge management (KM) operation in social entrepreneur (SE). The benefit for developing and implementing knowledge management model in social entrepreneurs have not been systematically investigated. Existing studies have derived their success factors from large organization’s perspective and have not considered the needs of social entrepreneurs. The finding was determine factors of success in KM for sustain growth of social enterprise of best practice in sustainability and role model of social enterprise community. Hotel was a selected at Chumphon Cabana Resort, Amphoe Pratew, Changwat Chumporn, and research is aimed to bridge the gap and investigate need of knowledge management in small organization such as social entrepreneurs. The surveys were conduct of 43 employees and one top management. The study concluded with discussion and future research.

Keywords: Knowledge Management, Success factors, Social Entrepreneurs.
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ABSTRACT

Regulation of social responsibility - a future or a dead end? Hardly any corporate concept has seen as different ways of acceptance as corporate social responsibility (CSR). Over the last three generations of managers, we have witnessed major changes in its understanding, application degree, and way of evaluation. While in the 1980's the CSR concept was a minor trend of opinion, the situation has changed dramatically in the last two decades with CSR becoming part of many corporate processes. Once a company decides to have the CSR concept at the core of its business activities, it should also have the capacity to quantify and assess the CSR principles to control them effectively and efficiently, detect their deficiencies and conceive the ways of their future development. Corporate social responsibility involves the assumption of obligations set above the law. Thus, socially responsible companies voluntarily decide to do things not directly required by the law. On the other hand, what is the point in regulating a concept of a voluntary nature? As shown by Czech and international studies, corporate social responsibility is accepted by a vast majority of managers. The global market is very closely related to the way the global competition mechanism works and capital is used in a global scope. By embracing CSR, will a company become less or more competitive? The study compares the standard approaches to CSR evaluation providing a solution for further corporate social responsibility implementation. The future of CSR will depend of the regulatory framework. The paper brings a concept that may find good use in the coming decade. Key words: corporate social responsibility, regulation, CSR efficiency, CSR measurement.
IMPLICATIONS OF CAVEAT VENDITOR PRINCIPLES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF INDONESIAN CONSUMER PROTECTION LAW
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ABSTRACT

Technology and industry has been growing so fast that resulted in an increasingly complex economic system that ultimately will impact the legal construction changes in the relationship between business and consumer. Changes in the legal construction begin with a paradigm shift in the relationship between the consumer and businesses. This reflected on the relationship which was originally built on the principle of caveat emptor turned into a principle of caveat venditor. The former principle emphasizes the relationship of consumer awareness of its own to protect itself transformed into consciousness businesses to protect consumers. Based on this principle the businesses should be very careful before they release both goods and services to the market, but in practice often still many businesses that do not heed this principle for example consumer protection cases concerning hidden defects Such cases should not happen when the principle of caveat venditor actually run by businesses.

The research method in this research is normative juridical approach and to assess and examine the legal and economic aspects in the national economies particularly in the implication of caveat venditor principle. Untuk itu ditentukan spesifikasi penelitian yang digunakan adalah deskriptif-analitis. For that purpose, a specification of the research is descriptive-analytical. Adapun data yang diperoleh berasal dari data kepustakaan sebagai sumber data sekunder, serta untuk menunjang dan melengkapinya dilakukan wawancara untuk mendapatkan data primer, dan dari data yang terkumpul dianalisis secara kualitatif yuridis. The data obtained from literature data as a source of secondary data, as well as to support and complete interviews were conducted to obtain primary data, the data were analyzed in juridical qualitative.

The results of the study showed, first: Implications caveat venditor principle implemented by businesses both in the field as well as goods and services in the development of consumer protection law in Indonesia has not been completely worked well, because of the perception consumer has less valuable opinion rather than the business owner in Indonesia, the imbalance position is exactly what is used by businesses to act arbitrarily and often ignores existing principles. The study also showed that awareness of entrepreneurs in Indonesia is still low enough to protect consumers. Second: Indonesian legal policy in adopting the principle of caveat venditor in order to protect consumers in consumer protection law in Indonesia is that Law Number 8 Year 1999 about Consumer Protection is based on the principle of fault liability, the burden of proof is reversed. Based on the principles of both parties are protected, because the principle of burden to each party in proportion, i.e. consumers only prove the losses they experienced, whereas entrepreneurs burdened about the presence or absence of proof of fault elements businessmen. Of reverse authentication system that already contained in the Consumer Protection Law, according to this author is one of the principle of caveat venditor mirror because businesses must be careful in producing and distributing the products of both goods and services to consumers.

Keywords: caveat venditor, consumer protection laws
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ABSTRACT

Indonesian Marriage Law stated that marriage is a physically and spiritually tie between a man and a woman as husband and wife with the objective to build a happy family with God bless. As a country with Pancasila as the philosophy, the first pillar is believe in God the One, therefore marriage is closely related to the issue of religion.

By law, a legitimate marriage is conducted according to the law of each religion and belief. As religion forbid inter-religion marriage, Indonesians law also regulating the same matter. Currently, material review for Indonesian Marriage Law with the issue to legitimate inter-religion marriage is held in the Constitutional Court proposed by five Indonesians citizens, by the reason that existing regulation disserves the constitutional rights of its citizens.

Yet in practice, many Indonesians conducting inter-religion marriage abroad, especially in Australia, for the purpose of legitimating marriage their marriage. In principle, marriage between two Indonesians away from the territory of Indonesia is possible, and the marriage is legitimate under the law of the country where marriage is taken place, note that the marriage is not violating Indonesian Marriage Law. All in all, inter-religion marriage by the Indonesians held in Australia is a distortion and smuggling of law since it against Indonesian Marriage Law and norms.
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ABSTRACT

The study-in-progress examines the influence of a New Literacies English Language Arts (ELA) curriculum on student literacy achievement. We intend to answer the following question “What are the perceptions of public school teachers regarding the use of New Literacies in their classrooms”?

A review of ELA research shows that New Literacies pedagogy is rooted in socio-cultural theory. The current research explores and examines teacher perceptions regarding the frequency of use of New Literacy skills in pre-selected elementary classrooms where the majority of students are African American.

To study teacher perceptions of New Literacies practice on Black Male English Language Arts achievement a mixed-method design will be used to gather and analyze data. In addition to quantitative analyses, a qualitative research design will be applied to triangulate educators’ perceptions. Analyses that control for initial student differences will also be examined. Our goal is to determine whether there are significant differences in the relationship between teacher perceptions of the use of New Literacy practices and Black male student literacy achievement outcomes. Results will be used to inform future interventions that expand the curriculum from one that marginalizes young men of color to one that promotes equal access and empowers these students.

Keywords- Black Male Success, Discourse, New Literacies
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ABSTRACT

Based on definitions released by WHO, the GENERAL HEALTH has several factors including physical, mental and social ones. Hence, the Health is a multi-faceted concept. We tried to analyze the General Health level of employees of IOOC in this research and identify its influencing factors.

This research is actually a descriptive & inferential research paper which gleans information through scaling. The population of this research is all employee of IOOC – employed before 2010 – out of which we selected 500 persons through cluster sampling. In the rest, the population filled out a questionnaire with exam instruments of GHQ and interview.

The questionnaire validity was assessed and verified by face validity and its reliability by internal consistency reliability (Cronbach's alpha). The most important conclusion of this research is significant difference between the work site (platform and island) and type of work (shift working and fixed working) in the GHQ test. Furthermore, there found a significant difference between periodical working and general health of personnel and families. We tried to make use of some theories including pressure (William Goode) conflict (Merton), Alienation (Marx), and energy shortage (Marquez) within a theoretical framework.

Keywords General Health, Type of work, Work Site.
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ABSTRACT

The main purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between educational technology graduate students’ multiple intelligences and their levels of digital literacy. To meet this purpose, four research questions were set: 1) what are the levels of digital literacy of educational technology graduate students (registered in both of educational professional diploma and educational special diploma)?, 2) Are the higher level educational technology graduate students (special diploma students) more digitally littered than the lower level educational technology graduate students (professional diploma students)?; and 3) Is there a relationship between educational technology graduate students’ multiple intelligences and their levels of digital literacy?, If “yes” 4) Which multiple intelligences will be related to digital literacy. To investigate those questions, two research instruments are used to be administered with a research sample from among graduate students specialized in educational technology in mid-Egypt universities. Those two research instruments are: a multiple intelligences test which is used to identify the multiple intelligences; and a digital literacy scale which is used to know the levels of digital literacy of students. After collecting and analyzing the research data using the Pearson correlation coefficient and other suitable statistical techniques, it is expected that the results reveal that there are positive relations between digital literacy and some intelligences and negative relations with others. Based on the expected results, the study will present several recommendations, suggestions, and implications that can be beneficial nationally and internationally for institutes and organizations that take digital literacy and personal attributes into account through teaching and learning.

Keywords: Graduate Educational Technology students, Multiple Intelligences, Digital literacy.
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ABSTRACT

Inertia is generally defined as the tendency to remain with the status quo and monotony, the resistance to change, laziness and ineffectiveness. Inertia is considered as a major barrier to the development of organizations and individuals. The aim of this research is to investigate the organizational inertia levels of high school teachers and the relations between the organizational inertia levels of teachers according to the variables of gender, age, marital status, occupational experience, years at the current school, academic qualifications and the school type which they graduated from. The target population of the research is composed of 752 teachers who work at high schools in Bayrampaşa district of İstanbul during 2013-2014 academic year. To gather the required data; “Organizational Inertia Scale” adapted into Turkish by Çankaya (2010) was used as a data collection instrument. The collected data was analyzed by using the techniques such as arithmetic average, standart deviation, t- test, Anova (One-Way Variance Analysis) and Post-Hoc Scheffe tests. The result of the research indicated that high school teachers have “medium” level of organizational inertia. Besides, there is no significiant difference between the high school teachers’ level of organizational inertia according to the variables of marital status, academic qualifications and school type which they graduated from. However, this study brought out that different gender, age, occupational experience and years at the current school variables contribute to make significant differences in high school teachers’ level of organizational inertia.
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ABSTRACT

The letter is not a part of modern childhood. It is not a habitual way of communication for contemporary child. Children in the modern world usually do not have the opportunity to see their parents in writing, sending and reading the letters. Little number of children has the opportunity to write a letter, to go to the post office to send a letter, or to receive the letter. Communication by letters is in the least unusual for today's children. However, school children face with letters. According to the curriculum for primary schools in Croatia, the letter is the topic in the fourth grade, or for the ten years old children. They are learning about a letter in literature and they are creating letters as a form of written language expression. This paper describes the characteristics of children's letters incurred in the two fourth grade of elementary school in Zagreb. Children were writing letters inspired by the letters of literary boy Lapitch, from the novel Lapitch the Little Shoemaker, written by Croatian writer Ivana Brlic Mazuranic. Children were writing private letters addressed to friends or family members. Children's letters are characterized by their formal, language and content features. Keywords: curriculum, letter, primary school
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the present study is to determine the relationship between organizational support and organizational trust. Organizational support is recognizing the contribution of employees, appreciating and paying attention to them in the organizations. Organizational trust refers to an organizational climate that the employees behave each other in an honest, realistic, helpful and coherent way. The study sample involves 470 primary school teachers working in Tuzla during 2013-2014 educational year. In the present study, the data was collected through the perceived organizational support scale and trust scale. SPSS 21.00 programs were used in analysis of the data. The relationships was tested by Pearson Moments Product Correlation Coefficient. Regression Analysis was used for testing predictive power. Positive, low-level and significant correlations were found towards perceived organizational support and sub-dimensions with organizational trust. Regression analyzes revealed that organizational trust was positively predicted from educational support, administrative support and justice variables. Educational support predicts a high part of the variance. These three variables explain the 10 % of the organizational trust.

Keywords: Organizational Support, Organizational Trust, Primary School, Teacher
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ABSTRACT

Using a vector error correction model, this study investigates the dynamics between tourism stocks, Implied Volatility, and a hedging position. Implied volatility, often referred to as investor fear gauge captures expected market risk and in that sense, reveals how future market shocks affect current investor behavior. The hedge portfolio is constructed by writing covered calls on a diversified stock portfolio. Results show that while implied volatility negatively impacts tourism stocks in the long run, its effect in the short run is muted. Conversely, there is evidence that the tourism sector Granger causes both implied volatility and the hedge portfolio but only in the short run. These results suggest that the tourism sector, often at the front line of global events, is a key driver of near term volatility.

Keywords: tourism stocks, implied volatility, a hedging position
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ABSTRACT

Kermanshah province Due to the characteristics of the environment and natural attractions such as climatic and topographical features, pasture and forest cover, water resources and protected areas too numerous to be important in the planning and management of tourism in the region. In this study, using TOPSIS model after defining the parameters and options to check the status of the 14 touristic city of Kermanshah Province are the priorities we have identified the development of the natural. Our options include the city and its indicators in order of importance are: climate, ecosystems, water, vegetation, geomorphology and environmental hazards. Evaluation criteria using AHP1 method shows that the most important climatic factor weighing 0/423 Tourism is an effective natural agent. According to this model city of Javanrood, Paveh and Ravansar (with highest similarity to the positive ideal), most natural potential in attracting tourists and city Ghasreshirin (the lowest level of similarity to the positive ideal) end to Priority is allocated. The findings show that the TOPSIS model is a very powerful technique for prioritizing decision by places like the ideal solution.

Keywords: natural tourism, TOPSIS model, Kermanshah Province.
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ABSTRACT

Trading between border inhabitants and neighboring countries, has been spread in Iranian border cities for many years. It can be considered as a kind of trading that supply the livelihood of some border regions inhabitants. Therefore, the border markets that is special for the developing countries, was created in order to legalese the exchanges of border inhabitants. Establishing of Border malls contains the goals such as creating jobs and supplying livelihood of border inhabitants, controlling of smuggling carried and enhancing the security. Research method this article is descriptive and for collecting information from the two methods of library studies and field method has been used. In this research the statistics export and import the border mall Sistan and Baluchistan province in the played outdoors as long as 2000-2012 has been used. The purpose of this article has study role of the border malls on the increase jobs and income have been exported abroad in Sistan and Baluchistan province. And Discover to this the problem that positive and negative effects borderline malls in economic security indicators in the province Creating job opportunities, variety of jobs, increase public welfare, has been As the advantages of borderline malls in this province That a lot of help to this province economic development Key words: border, border Mall, Economic development, border regions, Sistan and Baluchistan
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ABSTRACT

To develop ecotourism in business market, entrepreneur play the important role to identify any opportunity to increase their income. Entrepreneurship and developing new business are important to creating and maintaining the competitive economy. The main purpose of this study is to identify the entrepreneur demographic and business profile. Second is to determine the relationship between the 4P marketing strategy (promotion, prices, places, product) and market competitiveness in terms of cost control, challenge, quality of services, tourist arrival statistics, and the role of the agency. This study will identify which aspects on 4P strategy that will affect the competitiveness. This study was conducted in Kuching, Sarawak and 4 areas selected. It is Waterfront Kuching, Sarawak Cultural Village, Mount Santubong, and Damai Beach Resort. Respondents for this survey is ecotourism operators and 86 of them participated in this study. Data analyzed using Spearman correlation analysis and crosstab. The results showed that majority of ecotourism operators are women and carry out the business of services. Promotion, products, price and marketing has given its influence on the competitiveness of ecotourism market in Kuching, Sarawak.
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ABSTRACT

Societal changes have resulted in adjustments in attitude towards marriage, cohabitation, and commitment to relationships. Separation and divorce involving children has become a common phenomenon in Australia. Children have varying experiences and exhibit many reactions to parental separation and divorce. These reactions have implications for classroom teachers. This Grounded Theory study explored the pedagogical practices of early childhood teachers and what they know, think and do with young children experiencing parental separation or divorce. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with a convenience sample of 21 Victorian early childhood teachers. Findings have revealed that teachers engaged a complex, pragmatic, and reflexive decision-making process to inform their work with these young children. An underlying theme that emerged strongly throughout the data was that teachers’ knowledge regarding parental separation and divorce was informal and individual. The informal and individual nature of teachers’ knowledge means that their pedagogy in this area lacked a formal evidence base for practice. Informally acquiring knowledge had ramifications for the construction of teachers’ knowledge of the phenomenon, with individual teachers having their own interpretations and constructing their individual meanings of events. This paper addresses this limitation of teachers’ knowledge construction by making provision for professional development for pre-service and in-service teachers regarding the effects of parental separation and divorce on children and their families; and the pedagogical practices of teachers to promote emotional and behavioural wellbeing and to promote learning of young children.
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ABSTRACT

Business settlement dispute needs fast and simple mechanism to suppress the cost and the result can be accepted by both parties without causing new problems or extending the dispute. Many ways can be done to resolve business disputes, either through the courts (litigation) or out of court (non-litigation). However, litigation mechanism is considered to be ineffective and inefficient that would interfere with or hinder business activity, due to the lengthy procedures. On the other side, the non-litigation mechanism that is based on the agreement of the parties, the outcome does not have a formal binding force for the parties, although the law requires that the agreement should be set forth in a written deed and registered to the court. In spite of that, this mechanism is more preferred yet not completely solves the dispute. Therefore, small claim court, the mechanism that is used in common law countries and develop in US, UK, Canada, Germany, Latin America, Africa and even Asian countries, is taken into consideration. Small claim court is interpreted as an informal trial (outside the common judicial mechanisms) with a rapid investigation process in order to obtain decision for damage or debt with small value lawsuit. The objective is to shorten the time as well as cost and avoid formal and complex litigation process. Despite that the mechanism is taken place through district court for private law claims, the procedural is different which is shorter and simpler. Hence, the small claims court judgment has the same legal force with the judge's ruling court in general. In Indonesia, there is no legal ground for applying this mechanism. Nevertheless the new Private Procedural Bill regulates short and simple procedure that can be used as the principle and objective of the the small claim court mechanism.
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ABSTRACT

The objectives of this research study are as follows 1. To analyze the need of passengers who flew the Thai Airways’ Bangkok – Tokyo route and 2. To present the Service Marketing Strategy that affects the Thai Airways’ passenger decision of the Bangkok – Tokyo route. The research’s methodology composes of qualitative and quantitative techniques by interviewing the airline experts and former passengers in order to set the questions, later, 23 questions were acquired by using the questionnaire as a tool. At the first stage, the suitability of contents and relevance with research theories were checked through 5 Item Objective Congruent (IOC) experts. After that, the data from 400 sample size population were compiled. According to the result of the primary analysis, the Alpha Coefficient of the reliability of the questionnaire is 0.923 which is considered well accepted. By using the Exploratory Factor Analysis – EFA to analyze the first objective, it is found that there were 22 factors from 23 accepted factors. The Focus interview technique was used to confirm the result acquired in order to apply with the strategy according to the second objective. We found that the ways and means of the Service Marketing Strategy that affect the Thai Airways’ passenger decision towards the Bangkok – Tokyo route can be presented with 3 strategies as follows 1. The variety of services, 2. The hearty of the journey, and 3. The willingness of service respectively.
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ABSTRACT

Academic staffs in Institutions of Higher Learning (IHL) are on the driving sit of transforming teaching practices and help universities attain their vision, mission and strategic plans. Most of the so-called previously disadvantaged universities across South Africa have been haunted by concerns of low success and graduation rates. It is within this context that the South African Higher Education (henceforth SAHE) championed the so-called Centres for Higher Education Research, Teaching and Learning (henceforth CHERTL) in every university to identify, spearhead and oversee staff and student development issues. The Postgraduate Diploma in Higher Education (PGDHE) program is one of the key identified qualifications by SAHE and CHERTL to have profound impact on advancing educators’ knowledge of higher education teaching, learning and practice; given the background that most of the educators lack expertise and orientation to “formal educational-teaching”. Given this background and the significance of academic development, the author outlines the experiences of educators and universities in their dire endeavours to achieve quality teaching through pursuing the PGDHE program. The purpose of this study is to examine the underlying causals for the teaching of the Postgraduate Diploma in Higher Education to educators in South African universities, paying particular attention to university experiences, students and educators’ needs. Furthermore, the study seeks to gain an understanding of the challenges faced, opportunities created and any immediate impact of the course on the teaching practices of educators. The study adopts a mixed model approach of research – utilizing both qualitative and quantitative data collection and analysis techniques. A mixed model approach intentionally integrates both qualitative and quantitative research in one study, taking advantage of the strengths of each approach to frame the investigation. The target population for the study is educators in universities in South Africa. The study involves 50 educator participants aged between thirty and sixty years with one to 30 years of university lecturing experience. The study is underpinned by Desimone’s Framework. This framework is relevant to this study as it offer four key interrelated steps for studying the effects of professional development on both educators and students. The study uses interviews and questionnaires for data collection. Data analysis caters for both qualitative and quantitative streams. Qualitative data is analyzed using Nvivo and quantitative data using SPSS software packages. The study found that the majority of educators enrolled for the PGDHE had not done any education-related course prior to enrolling for this course and had various perceptions about the course. Findings also show that the course itself is intensive and challenging – thus demanding educators to invest substantial time and effort in order to master the principles and expect any positive changes in their pedagogy. Furthermore, the study found that professional development of educators is aimed at improving the quality of education through improvement of teaching practices. However, findings show that it is unreasonable to anticipate educators to change over-night in their teaching practices only just because they are now participating in the PGDHE program. Moreover, the study found that
the impact of the PGDHE program on educators’ philosophies and attitudes (possibly built over many years) towards their teaching practices and students is likely to be realized after a long time of dedication and to notice some improvements in their students’ achievements. However, some educators voiced their concerns about voluminous amount of demanding work piled on them by program facilitators, who tended to forget that the educators are working full-time and have some classes to teach and student work to mark. Study findings revealed that professional development of educators is inevitable, especially given the ever-changing landscape of twenty-first century education were ICT-enabled learning is eclipsing the traditional face-to-face teaching. Whatever professional development program is offered to educators, the whole initiative should place ‘enhancing-student-learning’ at the center-stage. The study conclude by recommending that institutions of higher learning should realize that change is a very complicated process, it requires time, effort and nurturing in order for any professional development program to achieve desired goals – especially given that there are numerous factors which are not within the realms of ‘educating the educator’ programs; but which have significant consequences in attaining set learning outcomes.
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